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SLUDGE 
Texas USA 

  
SEERSGATE SAYS: 
 
Services will truly look at doing church ways with a new approach when they plan to read 
this detail. I showed up barely in time for the service’s summer start time of 10 a.m. I 
learned that I must be there at each church building at least fifteen minutes before the 
service starts. (Yahweh can change the arrival time based on if He is testing me or the 
church gathering.)  
 
I noticed the church building looked different in the spirit realm than others will note in 
the natural. While driving up to the building, the Great King showed me how the unseen 
way looked around that church building. With a spiritual vision, I was able to see a 
covering over the church building itself. At first, I wasn’t sure what it was, but Yahweh 
showed me how He viewed this one as I waited. 
 
I saw a massive bag of sludge over the church building in the spirit realm. That way to 
call it sludge would be to refer to it as a mixture of dark gray with a runny consistency 
that moved as cement while still wet. It was on the roof, and when inside, I could feel it 
seeping into the church building atmosphere. 
 
I could not feel a power surging in this building. I noticed heavy striving.  
 
The worship leader begged the people to raise their hands in worship, which would give a 
plan to think a breakthrough was there. The atmosphere was thick with all of the cares of 
others’ living. I could not lift my hands without pushing against a heavy spiritual weight 
from what was seeping through the roof. Music is a great need to be a way to minister in 
the form given in King Jesus. 
  
The pastor did not speak, for he had a guest speaker who pastors a new church building. 
She is trained in Scripture and does a great job in presentation. She still has a great deal 
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to learn, not through reading. She will learn through experience, living it out in real ways. 
Baby churches with baby-level pastors, teaching people baby words and never growing. 
How can churches maintain this level? 
 
Notice the slime/sludge mixture did not cover the whole roof, which would give the 
impression that there is freedom in spiritual details. There needs to be a true church-level 
prophet in each church who can work with the pastor to give their details released 
through the Great King to help the church people grow spiritually. Pastors should not fear 
any true prophet working with them in that will. But if they learned spiritual dealings, 
there would be greater wisdom past the baby teachings to train them to handle what is 
unseen. 
  
There is so much to learn concerning how to move in healing. Will church people drink it, 
Great King? Will they truly learn to digest real meat? 
 
February 26, 2022 
 
Yahweh: 
 
Yahweh will bring the real meat at the right time. I do not give baby churches any surging 
that will make them feel that they are able to walk on their own in their novice way of 
leading. This is taking way with churches: Now they call in people with baby training to 
heal, deliver and place them in a form of spiritual bondage. How will that church 
gathering understand the need for a spiritual overhaul? They need to see what real power 
looks like. And power is not gauged by the action of manifesting demons. 
 
 


